BRING HISTORY TO LIFE

STORYTELLING AND IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE DESIGN FOR HISTORIC SITES AND CULTURAL INSTITUTIONS.

partnerwithus@timelooper.com
World prestigious destinations and organizations already partnered with TimeLooper

In the past year, over 300,000 people have experienced over 1 million TimeLooper-powered time-traveling experiences.

WE’VE CREATED MORE THAN 60 TIME-TRAVELING VIRTUAL REALITY EXPERIENCES FOR MORE THAN 20 ICONIC LOCATIONS IN 11 CITIES AROUND THE WORLD.
Even with incredible stories, world famous destinations are still delivering outdated visiting experiences

Outdoor Heritage Sites

Indoor Museums
TimeLooper revolutionizes tour destination experiences through its cutting edge VR/AR technology
How TimeLooper works
Case Study #1: Cambodia Angkor Wat temple

- Partner: Ministry of Tourism, Cambodia
- Key Challenges
  - Outdated visiting experiences
  - Limited possibility of creating additional economic value
  - Looking for innovative way of preserving/promoting intangible cultural heritages
Case Study #1: Cambodia Angkor Wat temple

Shared VR production expertise and know-hows with local production industry

Built new ecosystem with local tourism industry to share newly created economic value

Provided new interpretation technology to help preserving and promoting intangible heritages
Case Study #2: Hong Kong

- **Partner:** Hong Kong Tourism Board
- **Key Challenges**
  - Hard to overcome Stereotype: “Hong Kong is for Food and Shopping”
  - Visitors tend to visit only “most famous” spots
  - Difficult to apply “Hi-Tech” impression on tourism industry
Case Study #2: Hong Kong

Promoted Hong Kong’s history in innovative and fun way

Drove visitors to visit other “hidden gem” spots of Hong Kong
Case Study #2: Hong Kong

Created new revenue sources for local tourism

Enhanced Hong Kong’s Hi-Tech impression even in tourism industry (big media coverage)
TimeLooper provides an end-to-end, one stop solution

**Experience Design & Development**
- Cinematic, Panoramic, & Documentary VR
- Multiuser VR
- Mixed Reality
- Artificial Intelligence-Powered Holograms and Social Media
- AR, VR, & MR Thematic Games

**Experience Delivery**
- Mobile VR App
- VR Pre-Loaded Headsets
- Audio Guide / MR Integrated Solutions
- VR Arcade

**Platforms & Networking**
- Offline APK Licensing
- White Label or TL-Branded Platform Licensing
- Platform & Content Hosting
- On-Site Networking & Distribution
TimeLooper’s various VR/AR technology products helps all types of organizations

**VR TIMESCAPE**
- Washington Monument
  - 2000s
  - 1800s

**VR DOCUMENTARY**
- Martin Luther King Memorial

**AR HOLOGRAM**
- Silent Valley

**AR PORTAL**
- Lock Keeper’s House
WANT MORE INFORMATION?
partnerwithus@timelooper.com
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michael@timelooper.com